Dear Parents/Carers
A Level results day – 13th August
We are pleased to advise the plans for the forthcoming results day.
Due to the current restrictions and guidance concerning groups and social distancing, we have adapted plans for this year’s
results. Students are invited to collect their results between 8.30 and 11.00 a.m. on the day. We will be using the main hall
and the old gym and students will be asked to wait on the upper back playground until ushered to the appropriate room.
Surnames A- I will be using the main hall and J – W will be using the old gym. Posters displaying information will be available
on the day.
Students collecting results are asked to make their way to the upper back playground via the staff car park and around by
the F6 building and are requested not to enter any other buildings. Unfortunately we are not able to encourage students to
gather in groups after collecting their results.
Collection arrangements
We hope that the vast majority of the results are collected by the students themselves. However, should any students feel
uncomfortable or not able to collect their results in person, other arrangements can be made.
Any envelopes not collected on the day will automatically be posted home.
Mrs Seddon can offer the facility to email results on the day. The exam results are the legal ownership of the student and
they are required to give prior authorisation and request to have their results emailed. Students are therefore required to
email Mrs Seddon (exams@fullbrook.surrey.sch.uk) prior to results day, giving their full name and ideally candidate exam
number too.
In some circumstances, another adult can be authorised to collect the results on behalf of the student. Once again, prior
authorisation for this must be provided and the nominated person will need to present identification documents on the day.
Mrs Seddon will be providing guidance regarding results queries and the proposed re-sit examinations this autumn.
UCAS advice
Students who have applied for university courses will receive notification from UCAS concerning their applications. Staff
from the F6 team will be available to support students with their needs on the day. This support can be provided by
telephone or Zoom meetings as well as face-to-face. Students should email the F6 team to request support if they cannot be
seen on site.
We sincerely hope all students obtain the results and advice from UCAS that they need on the day. There are a couple of
guidance routes students need to be aware of through UCAS should changes be required.

Clearing: This facility gives students the option to approach Higher Education institutions directly for a place if they do not
get the places they applied for. Students must act swiftly and be prepared to “interview” over the telephone on results day.
There are many excellent opportunities available through clearing, but they go fast. UCAS will then help with transferring
the application info to the university/ course the student wishes to apply to.
Adjustment: If a student does better than the courses they apply for, they have until 31st August from the day the results
are published to look for a different course and still keep hold of their firm offer. However, they only have 5 days from the
point at which they choose to use Adjustment, before they lose their firm choice offer.
A guidance powerpoint has been added to the F6 website explaining how to use these two systems.
Students who have chosen non-university pathways are requested to provide information about their proposed destinations.
Mrs South will contact these students during September.
We look forward to seeing as many students as possible on results day and celebrating their achievements. In the meantime,
we wish you all good health.
Yours sincerely

D Hayward

